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Domestic violence are all forms of violence perpetrated by husbands against wives that resulted in harm to the physical, psychological, sexual, and economic development, including threats and deprivation of liberty that occurred in the household. The husband who always act unpleasant for her parenting can affect the mother to the child. Emotions peaked wife and the absence of impingement or courage to disclose or their husbands, so that the child which will become victims of the impact of parents' emotional outlet.

The formulation of the problem in this research is: “How can the behavior of domestic violence committed husband to his wife, and how the behavior of domestic violence on the children of women done in the area of Tanjung Karang Village Center District Kaliawi Bandar Lampung?, And whether there is a relationship of domestic violence that husband and wife carried on the mother's violent behavior in children Kaliawi Sub Sub Regional Tanjung Karang Pusat Bandar Lampung?. While the purpose of this study was to describe the acts of
domestic violence committed husband and wife, and violent behavior by the wife who had experienced kekaranan from husband to children Kaliawi Sub Sub Regional Tanjung Karang Pusat Bandar Lampung, and to explain the relationship of domestic violence husband and wife carried on the mother's violent behavior in children Kaliawi Sub Sub Regional Tanjung Karang Pusat Bandar Lampung.

Type of research is explanatory (explanatory research), by taking a sample of the mother who has a husband and children who have experienced domestic violence in the Territory Kaliawi Village District Tanjung Karang Pusat Bandar Lampung, amounting to 47 people. Data was collected by questionnaires and documentation. Meanwhile, the technique is done by the statistical analysis using Spearman Rank test.

The results of this study indicate that there is a correlation between domestic violence committed by the husband to his wife to violent behavior to the child's mother. The results of the analysis explains that the behavior of a wife who never get a husband's violence would have negative effects on maternal behavior in guiding their children everyday. If the violence of husbands against wives increased the acts of violence committed mothers to children tend to increase.